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Hello and good afternoon. Brian Walden is suffering from a throat

infection, 1:1-t he's getting better and hopes to return next

Sunday. For the British people the next year and a half promises

to be a decisive period. The way in which Britain is governed till

the late 1980's is likely to be determined by the General Election

-hich 7=t 1-e held before the end of May next year. Already our

pblitical leaders are beginning to reveal their plans. In the

last few weeks, Mrs. Thatcher in particular has begun to indicate

what she intends to offer the electorate. She's promised to

pursue what she's called the 'Resolute Approach' to restore

greatness to Britain. The electorate, she seems to hope, will

welcome this approach after its proven success in the Falklands

crisis - a success of which the public are being firmly reminded

by her visit there this weekend. But some of her supporters are

expressing doubts. They fear that if Mrs. Thatcher tries to handle

the major issues confronting us with the toughness she applied to

the Falklands , large numbers of voters might shrink from the hard-

ship and risks i,5volved. So what would the resolute approach

mean for Britain? Well, next Sundaylin an effort to find out iv.711

be devoting our whole programme to an interview with Mrs. Thatcher.

The Prime Minister will be talking to Brian Walden live from

Downing Street. Today we'll be looking at Mrs. Thatcher's options.

We'll be trying to assess whether the approach she's outlined

really is the election winner she hopes. And later in the programme

Michael Wills will be asking two of Mrs. Thatcher's backbenchers

for their views. First though, let's hear the latest news headlines

from ITN and Norman Rees.

ITN NEWS WITH NORMAN REES
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Right from the start of Mrs. Thatcher's premiership it's been clear

that she's a most unusual Prime Minister. Almost as soon as she

took power, in May 1979,it seemed she was determined to set a new

course quite different from that of any government since the war.

Unlike the pragmatism of her predecessors Thatcherism had a single

acel. It stood for nothing less than the resurgence of Britain, to

a pOint whers once again it could be proud of its strength and

orestie. And Thatcherism stood not only for this aim but also f,er

the means. Britain's revival was to be achieved dv what

Mrs. Thatcher dubbed the Resolute Aperoach. It was to feat 127!

uncrcedsnted toc'Thnese. The resolute endeavour to hvEttre Rri
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standing she saw as an urgentiv-needed break from the pol tics

of compromise and decline. No issue in the lifetime of

Mrs. Thatcher's government better illustrates her resolute apbroach

to restoring aritain's prestige than the way she chose to deal with

the Falklands crisi's. The Argentinian invasion of British

territory she regarded as a direct challenge to her fundar-enta

goal. •he resolute approach dictated toughness,and the Task Force

set sail for the South Atlantic. Despite the real dangers cf trying

to throw the Argentinians forcibly off the islands, Mrs. Thatcher

remained firm in pursuit of- the course she'd chosen. She

appealed to people's national spirit to get them to accept the

risks.

JOHN NOTT (25 A ril 1982)
4

Be pleased to inform Her Majesty that the White Ensign flies

alongside the Union Jack in South Georgia. God save the Queer/C‘

MRS. THATCHER 


Rejoice at that news and congratulate our forces and the Na_ines.

Goodnight gentlemen.
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With eVery military success from the Task Force Mrs. Thatcher's

popularity climbed. By the time of the Argentine surrender in

Port Stanleylit was unrivalled. •

In the aftermath of the successful Falklands campaign there could

be little doubt that Mrs. Thatcher's determined approach had gone

down well with the majority of the British people. And from that

Mrs. Thatcher drew an important lesson. At theC-onservative

Party Conference last September, speaking under a banner proclaiming

the Resolute Approach, Mrs. Thatcher asserted that the public

now shared her view that toughness pays dividends.

MRS. THATCHER (8 October 1982)

Mr. President. The only way we can achieve great things for

Britain is by asking great things of Britain.

We will not disguise our purpose .nor betray our principles. We
-

will do what mast be done.We will-

tell the peopla the truth and the people will be our judge.
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Since then, in a series of speeches and statements Mrs. Thatcher

has made it plain that she intends to make her resolute image

the hallmark of all•her futur2 dealings. And she's also made it

clear that should her resolute approach require hardship t

endured,she would ask people that they accept it by an appeal tc

their national pride. At a speech in Cheltenham she sai4

"We have to see that the spirit of the South Atlantic - the real

spirit of Britain-is kindled not only by war but can now be fired

by peace." It's sentiments like these which Mrs. Thatcher now seems

determined to make central to her campaign in the coming General

Election.

PATRICK COSGRAVE, AUTHOR 'MARGARET THATCHER - PRIME MINISTER'

I see her as going to the country and saying that she has

achieved, albeit at the cost of a great deal of suffering,)

a breakthrough or a possible breakthrough on the domestic economic

front. That she has restored Britain's international standing

and that perhaps above all-and the Falklands is the obvious

backdrop to this-she has restored Britain's self-respect. I see

her as saying that she has again made Britain great and that the

task of the. next five yearsn even if there is some more suffering

to come, will be to make Britain greater.
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If Mrs. Thatcher is to apply her Falklands approach to other issues,

she will depend on being able to appeal to national spir ' to get

people to accept tough policies. On some other issues one can

1,

see it working again. For example,a tough nationalistic attitude-

towardstheres. tt ecf th, p yCommon ,arketontheoquestiontoftBr.ita.in'u n s

vctss

E'at the 11::eli1cod such success is by no means sc eiaont

more crucial ssuss that Mrs. Thatcher's acprcach will

if.Ls she ent=s - comin7 cam7.eign. It cave wcro:fi
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Falklands only because it was relatively easy to rally patriotic

sentiment over an issue in which the costs for the ordinary person

were relatively slight. One of the most vital issues for

Mrs. Thatcher's ambitions for Britain is defence - and in

particular, policy on nuclear weapons. The nuclear weapons issue

seems set to become more and more dominant. And its one which

may well put Mrs. Thatcher's resolute aproach to a stiff test.

The most pressing problem for her is how to deal with what she sees

as the Russian threat. The Russians are regarded by Mrs. Thatcher

1

as the most dangerous of Britain's enemies and it's this new

Russian missil,ti- SS-20,whiCh Mrs. Thatcher regards as

particularly threatening. Within the Soviet Union, these so-called

theatre nuclear weapons are currently targetted on countries in

Western Europe. To Mrs. Thatcher this gives a huge advantage to

the Soviet "'Ilion._ She wants balance restored. It°s for that

reason that Mrs. Thatcher supports a NATO plan to threaten to derolov

new American missiles in Western Europe in order to get the Russians

to withdraw their SS-20s. 160 would be deployed in Britain. It's

this missile, the Cruise, which NATO is threatening to install. So

far,the Western threat has failed to work. But Mrs. Thatcher hones

that by the time the deployment of Cruise is due the Russians will

give way. Neither sort of weapon would then exist in Europe. So

the policy has been called the zero option. However, this plan

carries grave dangers. Many people believe it will never work

because the Russians take a quite different view of which side has

the advantage.

DAVID HOLLOWAY, AUTHOR 'THE SOVIET UNION AND THE AR1'.1S RACE'

The Soviet Union sees the nuclear balance in Europe very differantl

from the way the West sees it. They claim that there is parity

at the moment and 7.hat deoloving the SS-20 they are mere1,.
11 10110••••••• ••  1 11

maihtaihing oar: nv hv replacing olrder missiles that hey ye

20 vars. They sav that ahoy adcptd tao procsal t,-

Th..tcher and the wete7 -71 zover7nmeLs hae acIvhcci

ther. el-.7es at a d-Js  ,---divantage. They'
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they're not prepared to put themselves at that kind of disadvantao

and consequently if Mrs. Thatcher, if the West insists on the zero

option,there will be no agreement and NATO will end up-by deploying

the Cruise missile.

NELSON MEWS-

Mrs. Thatcher may feel that even if the Russians don't withdraw

their SS-20s the West would at least have achieved balance by

having Cruise missiles in place. However, that well might not

be the end of the story. Just before Christmas,the Soviet Leader

Yuri Andropov emphasised the difference of view that exists.

He made it clear that the Russians would regard the deployment of

Cruise missiles as a major escalation of the arms race. And he

warned that the Russians would respond by building even more weapons

of their own.

DAVID HOLLOWAY

If the West goes ahead and deploys Cruise missiles in Europe then

the Soviet Union will feel at a disadvantage, it will think that

the balance has been broken in nuclear terms in Europe and it will

feel that it has to take measures to restore the balance, and it

has made It very clear that it will take measures, including the

deployment of Cruise missiles of its ownand iA also dropped hints

that it will take other measures.too of an unspecified nature.the

resurt oT this will be that we'll be entering a new round of the

arms race because western governments will feel that they in turn

have to respond to the new --Soviet moves.

NELSON MEWS 


This threatened escalati-n in the numbers of nuclear weacce-

Erope has aroused mounting coposition in Britain. At Greenhe:-

Common in Tershil_, one of the rucrosed si =s for 7_ui mi

women hav,, been c7meing for over a ye r in protest. And i_st
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it.was the scene cf one of the biggest of many rallies that have

been organised in the rast year by Britain's growing peace moveent.

The opposition to Cruise has grown up because in the view of

many the presence of these American weapons makes it much more

likely that the super-F,owers might fight a nuclear war in Europe.

Already opinion polls show that more than half the population

opposes the siting of the missiles. And as the date for their

arrival nearspthat opposition is likely to grow still further.

IVOR CREWE, PROFESSOR OF GOVERNMENT, ESSEX UNIVERSITY

Public fears about the consequences of Cruise missiles in Britain

have spread rapidly over the last yearland it has now become a

.major electoral issue. According to the polls,the majority of the

British public are against the siting of Cruise missiles in Brit<,in,

indeed a quarter of Conservative voters are against Cruise missiles.

What this means is that an anti-Cruise missile position is now

anett vote winner. So, if Mrs. Thatcher insists on the deplovment

of Cruise missiles in Britain she faces quite a serious electoral

threat.
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In view of this, Mrs. Thatcher, despite her resolute approach,

may well want to reduce the electoral risk posed by the growing

number of people in Britain who are worried about her commitment

to Cruise. But she'll want to find ways of accommodating their

fears while remaining as tough as. possible in dealing with what

she regards as the grave threat of the Pessian SS-20s. The obvious

way for Mrs. Thatcher to allay public fears would be to trv and finc]

a way of avoiding the denlovment of Cruise despite the Soviet

refusal tc dismantle all their missiles. The most commonly--

pottered suggestion for this is that Mrs. Tlatcher should agree
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relax the zero -option.. This would mean allowing the Russians

to keep some of their SS-20s without the West matching them wth

Cruise missiles . Hr. Andropov, the Soviet leader, has already

indicated that he'd be interested in compromise., On Wednesday

he suggested that the Warsaw Pact and NATO should sign a non-

aggression treaty. And he's also offered to cut, by between 20 ahc

30 per cent,the number of his SS-20s provided the West cancelled

plans for Cruise. Mrs. Thatcher's government has shown some

interest in the idea of the peace treaty and last night it was

announced that American Vice-President George Bush is to visit

Europe to consult his NATO allies about a resoonse. However, for

all that the Russians may have said, to accept their actual offer

on SS-20s would be a major climbdown for Mrs. Thatcher.
aus*.**ma.Kv,,,awsea...esagragolose.,...M

GERALD FROST, FORMER SECRETARY CENTRE FOR POLICY STUDIES

I think it's quite clear that the Soviet leadersft4 are very keen

to convince sections of Western European opinion, meaning British

opinion, they are men of peace. But if you look at the two

proposals, the one for a reduction of missile strength in Europe,

and the other for a non-aggression pac/I think there's very

little of substance in them which will convince Mrs. Thatcher

that they will go in any way to reducing the present nuclear arms

imbalance and since she has a long record, that goes back before the

last General Election, to building up defences and to negotiating

with the Soviets from a position of strength,)I think it would be

inconsistent, to say the least, for her to accent them or to

accept any major part of them.

NELSON MEWS 


So, Mrs. Thatcher may well find it very d ffiou ..._ to avoid the

deployment of Cruise 	 while remaining true to the 17=2SO1'-17,

approach. In that eYent, d neea to find another way

the eleoto-bal threat oosea by anti feel 1-2

01 ]ownn one misril- no be  s  ted in hoitain To do so sne

look for a way of :taaa-s',_:rina7 roe 7,1:3s1 opGcnts that:



likelihood of the weapon) eventual use could be minimised.

The most common proposal for doing this is what's known a-, 1-1-!,,

dual key policy. It's a proposal for changing the present

plan for controlling the missiles so that the Americans alone

can not'f-fike the decision to launch them. The idea is -that the

launch mechanism of the missiles would be set up in such a way that

they'd require two keys to trigger them. One key would be held by

the Americans, the other by the British. This arrangement, it's

claimed, would show the anti-Cruise movement that the Americans

couldn't do what it fears - namely allow a limited nuclear war

to take place in Europe. However, this option also has its

disadvantages.
1111111.111     •......MINo...

JONATHAN ALF6RD, DEPUTY DIRECTOR INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
STRATEGIC STUDIES

The problem with having a second finger on the trigger of nuclear

weapon systems based in this country - particularly the Cruise

missile -is that their deterrent effect would be lessened.

Inevitably, if you have more than one government controlling a

weapon system,those governments would have to agree before-they're

usedand it's natural I think that a government which has missiles

based in this country, as we will, will be reluctant to use those

weapons on the basis that it will invite retaliation from the Soviet

Union. The Soviet Union, who which after all is a country we're

trying to deter, will realise that ajlecision to use those weapons

is going to be more difficult to a.rrive at,and the.,.efore ultimarel

I am bound to say that the deterrent effect of Cruise missiles

based in this country with our own finger on the trigger, in

addition to an American finger, will lessen their deterrent value.
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So for Mrs. Thatcher, .the result of this 
option too

could leave her vulnerable to the charge 
that she

was being less than resolute with the Rus
sians.

To remain true to her approach she would 
probably

have to go ahead with the deployment of Cr
uise

missiles without any added safeguards.

But even if people were,persuaded to acce
pt what

they would see as the risks of her policy
 on Cruise,

Mrs. Thatcher would still only have secur
ed her position

on one of the major issues that face her.

It's the economy which is the other,possib
ly even

more important issue'on which she has to 
rally support.

For essential to Mrs. Thatcher's hope of 
British resurgence

is the requirement to bring about economi
c recovery.

And she's always had a very clear idea ab
out how this should

be achieved.

Businessmen are the people who hold the k
ey to a stronger

economy, Mrs. Thatcher's always believed. 
They can make

1

the economy expand by investing for growt
h. But in her

view they can only do it if governments c
reate the right

conditions. In the past„she has believed„business profits

have been too low to encourage businessmen
 to invest

sufficiently. She's believ.ed th t to correct this;three

main changes have to be made. First,businessestt-otal

wage bills must be cut to enable more mon
ey to become

available for profits; then the tax burde
n should be

reduced so that individual workers have t
he incentive

to become more productive and make busine
sses more

profitabie And, most importantly, infl tion must be

broucht down so that bus nessmen car enjo
y a stable

environme-- whore ,7 be more corta "

their ices at profta7pLe lOmeis, Ce udes.r,

are =do waI p aderi- n %Irs. Tin

1/9
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But if they are,businessmen will invest on a greater

scale than before.

Businesses will be able to produce goods that are

cheaper and better, so they'll be more competitive

on world markets. Sales will rise, making Britain

richer, our economy stronger, and putting people back

to work.

Of these three objectives, it the curbing of inflation

to which Mrs. Thatcher has always given the greatest

priority since coming to. power in 1979.

12 months after Mrs• Thatcher came to power the rate

of inflation stood at a peak of nearly 22%. Since

then,Mrs Thatcher and her Chancellor of the Exchequer,

Sir Geofrey Howe, have applied policies designed

to tackle inflation by squeezing it out of the economv.

These policies involved a series of tough measures

• designed to reduce the amount of monev available for

spending in the economy. She believed that too much

spending power forced prices up, so she hit private

spending with record interest rates,which served to

discourage people from borrowing in order to spend, and

public spending plans have been cut in almost all government

departments. This policy has dramatically reduced the rate

of inflation. Last month's figures showed that the rate

had fallen to 6.335.

O

So Mrs Thatcher can claim to have had considerable sccesa
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in achieving her first priority.

However, a heavy price has been paid for such a tough

approach to inflation. Already the policies Mrs Thatcher's

adopted, by cutting spending, have contributed to a very

severe recession in the economy. Production has fallen

and unemployment has more than doubled, although some of

this has been due to recession in the world economy.

Nevertheless, Mrs Thatcher has already made it clear

that she does not yet feel that inflation's been reduced

enough. Sh could try to bring it down just a little

further. But many of her close supporters and advisers

believe that inflation must be wiped out altogether.

So we asked the London Business School to work out

what the cost in jobs would be of achieving a target

of zero inflation.

Their calculations showed that in addition to unemployment

caused bY other factors,half a million jobs would

disappear as the anti-inflation.policy took effect.

It's a prospect which people might be thought unlikely

to vote for. Mrs Thatcher, however, may believe that

she can appeal to them to let her finish the job.

She's always argued that eliminating inflation)thouah

vital for Britain's recovery,is not enough on its own.

Busioessmen, nut the cnemplo

to work when her oter econom-io object, o ha7e. also

•
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In particular,'she'll argue the tax burden will have

to be reduced before recovery can come.

Without the broductivity increases that that should bring,

businessmen will not feel is worth investing.

Mrs Thatcher believes that cutting taxes, by creating

incentives for people to work harder, increases their

productivity-- that is, the amount they produce in a

given time.

Although productivity in Britain has improved recently,

the amount produced by a British worker every hour still

lags far behind that of our major competitors.

Last year,the average British worker produced goods

and services worth E6 per hour. The West German worker

produced £8.80 worth.

The French worker £9.30 worth. And the American worker
Ilnieriorrore

£10 worth. So to get close to our main competitors, British

productivity would have to iucrease by at least 40%.

Mrs Thatcher came to power determined to reduce the burden

of taxation in order to bring this about. But in fac;-_,

the opposite has happened.

In 1979, whorl Mrs. Thatchr took o::fice the share of noccco

income taxed away :Dy th,s stocc1 at 361.
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Today, after 31 years of her rule that proportion stands

at 393k That's a very significant rise and a major

set-back for her objectives.

The difficulty Mrs. Thatcher has found in cutting

taxation is the difficulty of finding cuts in spending

to make it possible.

Even to get taxes down where they were in 1979 would require

major sacrifice.

At present, taxation finances public expenditure of 115

billion pounds. If taxation were cut to where it stood

3 years ago it would only finance expenditure of £102 billion

pounds. So to make that tax cut would mean finding 13

billion pounds in public spending cuts.

This could be achieved 1 but only by drastic pruning.

Mrs Thatcher could cut the subsidies to loss-making

(

nationalised industries like the Coal Board and the

Railways.

She could impose charges for what are now mostly free

services such as health care and student grants.

She could turn over to the private sector services

like refuse c llection or hospital cleaning,which she

believes cost more when carried out by oublic employees.

F,nally, in order to 7,ake bi.„7 sG-inc,-s, cuts could be made

in the wet:rare state to benefits like pensions and coder

social securi -rents.
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Last Septemberla report leaked from the government's

think tank pointed out that just such measures might

be necessary.

Mrs Thatcher shelved the report.

Now, however, many of her supporters believe

that these proposa',3- must be adopted to make

possible the economic recovery she wants. However,

as with the anti-inflation strategylthis element in

the resolute approach to economic recovery would also

impose a heavy price.

Most of these measures would cause many redundancies

in the industries and services concerned. But more

than that, considerable hardship would be inflicted

on the old, the poor and the sick as publicly-provided

services were cut back.

Nonetheless, advocates of the resolute approach say the

price must be paid.

ALFRED SHERMAN
DIRECTOR - CENTRE FOR POLICi4 STUDIES

If you're going to give people a greater return for

their effort in order to encourage greater effort,

and I think that human nature demands that, you're

going to have to cut state spending. Now whenever you

cut state soending or you cut any benefit scecific

groups of people get, they will holler, they w " roacr

against it ,and the general sublic in whose inter,:sts

done has tc, be mobilised in order to overcome

these sr,eo al ,:estsd-interest gro-p.s. Lna— is

of politics.
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If Mrs Thatcher were to embark on this course, she'd have

to persuade those who suffered by it that things would

improve once all her economic aims haa been realised.

And itt reducing the level of wages that employers

have to pay, her final aim, that she believes would

start to bring this about.

She believes that various mechanisms exist that hold

wages artificially high and that businessmen will

only start to invest to the degree necessary when these

have been removed.

It's the power of the trade unions that is the main

reason why, in the view of many of Mrs Thatcher's supporters,

wages are kept uneconomically high.

They believe that power must be radically reduced.

In these people's view, the particular problem is trade

union law.

•

They argue that the law has given unions far too much

immunity to carry out damaging industrial action.

Mrs Thatcher opposes excessive trade union power

for philosophical reasons too, Ipscause in her

7.7,ew it restricts the freedom of the individual. And

so her gove=ment Has some s_eos to cur_ail trade
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The 1980-and 1982 Employment Acts gave employers

the right to sue trade unions and their members

for damages caused by some kinds of secondary industrial

action.

However,in the view of many of Mrs Thatcher's closest

supporters much more needs to be done.

They want all secondary action banned and they want to

see removed the immunity of workers and unions from

being sued by their own employers for damages caused

by direct industrial action in breach of their contract

of employment. Only this, they say,would sufficiently

reduce the pressure for high wages.

Some of Mrs Thatcher's supporters also argue that the

system of unemployment benefit must be changed in order

to induce some unemployed people to accept low-paid

jobs that at the moment there is no incentive to take.

Advocates of this change argue that rather than pay

unemployment benefit at a flat rate as at present,

a personis benefit should be-cut tc 70% of what they might

earn in work. In this way, it's argued, such people

would for the first time find it worthwhile to accept

low-paid jobs. Even though many who remained on

unemclovment benefit would be substantially worse-off.

PATP,ICK ::1_7:FDT=T)

The effece

more aeeraceere
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very largel7i destroyed by the operation of the system.

A lot more jobs would be created at low wages than
•

are currently created, currently exist. And so it

would bring down unemployment substantially,essentially

by lowering wages in lower paid jobs.

NELSON MEWS

According to Mrs ThatcherTs supporters, if she were able

to carry through her wheple economic programme resolutely

and urgently she would at last have created conditions

for recovery.

Businesses would expand and jobs would appear.

The economic basis would have been laid for Mrs Thatcher's

dream of Britain resurgent and strong.

JOHN BURTON
LECTURER IN INDUSTRIAL ECONOMICS
BIRMINGHAM UNIVERSITY

I believe there will be economic regeneration in

Britain if there are considerable cuts in public

spending , leading to considerable cuts in taxation,

if inflation is brought down and if there is a measure
•

of reform in the labour market which makes a higher number

of people employable in this Country. But, I must

point out, that the speed of the regeneration will

critically depend upon the speed on which those three

main elements of policy will be pursued. If the next

Gocrnm(r,no cussyfoo,, arocnd cuocino pdhlic sTiendind

then we arc not 7cina .,_ see economic rs7enerstion

We ha-reGoo Oc 002 a fast -rr.cce =I a

on all thnos sronto.
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However, in the view of many people Mrs Thatcher's

vision may well not attract the support she feels

it deserves. On the contrary, itA likely to raise

a political storm within her party as critics argue

that it a recipe for electoral disaster. Her opponents

feel that the Britain she'd create would be a

country drastically divided between rich and poor -

a harsher society than any seen in Britain this cen
tury.

DERMONT_GLEESON
FORMER ASSISTANT DIRECIOR
CONSERVATIVP RESEARCH DEPARTMENT

Even if the economic policies which Mrs Thatcher

appears to have in mind are capable of achieving

their economic objectives, and some Tories doubt

that they are, it's nonetheless the case that the

social and political cost is going to be very high

indeed. For one thing it is impossible to see how

there can be further cuts in public expenditure wit
hout

a further reduction in the ability of the welfare s
tate

to protect the old, the sick and the disabled.

It's also clear that a further deflation is going t
o

mean even higher unemployment. And higher unemployment

is going to create the kind of social devisiveness

that is not consistent with the Tory concern to mai
ntain

one nation. It would be auite wrong to suogest

that higher unemployment is going to lead inevitab.7

to revolution and chaos bu it will create circu:_stances

in wn rr, ,-,,:reat-tf facial tr2nsion, and a

ret-_irn to 1-hen root no ern turd 70172 1dJ-21y nen

they wc_Ild

•
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Some of Mrs Thatcher's suoporters acknowledge that the-JL-

are painful aspects to the resolute approach to economic

recovery.

But they feel that British governments have for too long

protected their people from harsh economic reality.

The point about the resolute approach,they say, is

that it's the only way, not only on the economy but on

the other major issues like defence also, to make

a break from the self-dece.ptions of governments

in the past who have put the nation into its decline.

ALFRED SHERMAN

All political change has costs and failure to change ha-s

much higher costs. But even at the best, some people

are going to feel threatened, they are going to feel

that change imposes heavier burdens on them,therefore

the task of political leadership is to bring people

to see their own particular interests and problems

in the light of the wider national problems.,and

indeed imoerativesand to think in terms of the

nation past, present and future, what has to be.

done,and in oarticular that great nation which wants

to pay its way in the world must have an effective

economy and there's no alternative to telling the

oeople the truth.

NELc2ONNEWS

So as :.irs Thahcher aooroaches the ne-t alcticc
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tb make oecple accept

If she does that, however, she runs a considerable risk.

Her opponents in the other parties

will tirelessly emphasise the painful consequences

of her policies. And even in the face of appeals to

their patriotism,voters. might well fe2i teat the possible

hardship and risks are more than they are prepared

to vote for.

Alternatively, she could try to avoid that risk bv showing

more flexibility and readiness to compromise.

But if she did that, she would in her view have joined

the ranks of those Prime Ministers of the past who,

she believes, by their failure to be resolute

have caused the problems Britain now faces.

Politically perhapsIthose most crucially affected

by the decision Mrs Thatcher takes will be the younger

Tory MT,' who will constitute the Conservative Party

of the futurP. So with Michael Wills today we

have two such MP's, David Trippier, the Conservative

Member for Rossendale and Gerrard Neale, the

Member for North Cornwall.

We'll be back in a moment to har what they think

she should do.

/ 2o
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PART TWO

MICHAEL 


Gentlemen, I'd.like to ask you about the economy- in a

moment,'but first Iid like to come to an issue which has

risen to dramatic prominence in the last few months and ore

that is certain to play a very major role in the General

Electionland that.is nuclear weapons. Now the Prime Minister

so far has taken a very firm and resolute stand on this,

particularly over the question of deploying Cruise.missiles

in this country, but as you well know public opposition to

this stance has been growing quite significantly recently,

and as a result many people are now arguing that the Prime

Minister and her NATO allies ought to adopt a more flexible

position on this, that they ought to be prepared to com-

promise with the Soviet Union in the disarmament negotiations.

And in particular, they ought to be prepared, and the Prime

Minister ought to be prepared to shift away 'from the so-caned

'zero option' disarmament proposal . Now Mr. Neale, I'd

like to start with you. The Prime Minister will soon be

discussing this very question with Vice-President Bush here

in London. Now would you advise her to shift away now from

the zero option?

GERRARD NEALE, M.P:

Well, I think first of all what has to be said is that,

as you've shown in your film, that there is a very strong

feeling of opposition to the use of nuclear weapons felt

across the country, a feeling of repugnance about them,

and that sense of repugnance is shared by certainly all

the Conservative Members of Parliament as far as I'm aware,

and most defini,tely by the government. They do not want

the existence of these weapons,and I would have said that

the Prime Minister has shown the commendable resolute

approach `Lo eh-a remeval_ of those. f.los weapons fOOT. ,she

son, 74esticerri41, cuccosan coiL foilowi

o- :Due = sayIL

muse 7.iyer1-121 s - .
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CEP,RARD hELE, M.P ..... Cont'd:

m_g_st have adeauatb defencesland if the Russians will not

agrc,e to the removal of them then we must make sure that

cur forces are suitably balanced, but to say that she

should move away from the zero option now while we have

these proposals at last coming forward from the Soviet Union)

I think would be very foolhardy. Yes, let's look at them

and follow and discuss them, but we want the removal of

these weapons the same as most sensible citizens in this

country do.

MICHAEL WILLS:

Mr. Trippier, Mr. Neale has just made it very clear that

he thinks the Prime Minister should stick very firmly with

the zero option for the time being. Do you agree with him?

DAVID TRIPPIER M.P:

I think it's the ultimate aim, I don't think at this stage

it should be a sticking point. There isn't a single

Conservative back-bencher in Parliament who disagrees with

the zero option. We think it's very fair that on the

Warsaw Pact side, not only SS-20s but the SS-4s and 5s

should be dismantled,as well as Cruise and Pershing on our

side. The difficulty is that whilst we're talking about

new weaponry at the moment, so we're talking about not only

Cruise and Pershing, but we're also talking about the re-

newal of the independent strategic nuclear deterrent, namely

Trident. While we're talking about new weapons, the Russians

appear to be talking about peace. Most of us believe that

that is just propaganda,but the ntest document whicch is in

Francis Pym's hands, which is, he says is worthy of serious

consideration,would be looked at very carefully,and I think

that we should -very carefully look at any offer which has

been made by the RussiansOecause obviously we are in the

business of talki_ng at the moment. The international dangers

of not talking are all too obvious.
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,MICAI WILLS:

So vou are, you would advise the Prime Minister how to considar

verv seriously shifting away from the zero option?

DAVID TRIPPIER, M.P:

Well, as I say I think it should be the ultimate. The Prime

Minister's already said, and John .Nott when he was

Secretary of State for Defence has also said, that they both

. believe.thqt.the-RussiRns are more likely to negotiate a

balanced and verifiable reduction of these limited-range

nuclear weapons now than ever before,for the simple reason

that they believe that the Russians have enormous problems

at the moment,as indeed they'do. Not only are they fighting

a war in Afghanistan which they can't possibly win, they've

also got increasing problems in Polandovith the economic

stagnation that we see behind the Iron Curtain and a

population which is very restive at the moment, wanting a

better quality ot life.. There's a better chance now, this

year,for them to negotiate with us. Now I share the Prime

Minister's cynicism about the Russiansvery much so)but we

can't on the one hand say we're prepared to talk and

negotiate and then seem to be rejecting every proposal that

comes out.

MICHAEL WILLS:

Well,even if the Prime Minister were to follow your advice

of ccurse there's no guarantee that an agreement will be

reached with the Russians, these things are always

notoriously difficult to achieve,.and I think that you'd both

agree that there's a very good likelihood that at least

some Cruise missiles will be deployed in this country this

year. Now if that is the case)some people are now arguing

that one way of allaying Popular disquiet and public alarm

about this issue is for a new s stem of control over these

missiles to be inst4te-uted, she so-called control

sys'e7. ehe Erit:.'sh Prime ..1i.nist-_:=2r a,se 7_10

assent= o Cne, sissiles coos bolos fired as an
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American President., in other words a dritish finer as well

as an American finger on tIle button. Ncw,do you think that

the Prlme Ministcr should rich be arenine for a duai-kev control

system?

DAVID TRTPPIER. M.P:

Yes, I do. Arrangements for the joint decision between our-

selves and Ame:rica with regard to nuclear weapons which are

already basea in this country have been well-established

for the last 30 years. This arrangement, whereby the

Americans have the sole control, the only key at the moment,.

I think is very difficult for the simple reason that the

joint decison process is very important. You see,I disagee

with Jonathan Alford who you interviewed earlier on in the

programme from the I.I.S.S., 'when he said it would confuse

the situation. The whole point of us renewing the independant

strategic nuclear deterrent, which is Trident, and having

another decision centre, which is London as opposed to in

America,.means.that.that confuses the Soviet Union. It is

another imponderable in the equation3and we are in the

bsuiness of trying to confuse them on this issue. We would

all, as Gerry Neale said earlier on, like to see a complete

reduction of these nuclear weapons. If we can't get that

at Geneva then this is the only alternative.

GERRARD NEALE. M.P:

Well I'll make this addition, if I could just say that there

is a very strong feeling in this .country too that we need

some say in the use of these weapons. It is because we

seem to be allowing them to be put on our soil and fired

conveniently at somebody else's benest that frightens

people,and so I too am very hearteued by what the Forein.

Secretary has said, that it is highly-desliabid tnat tnere ts

a dual ke ,ahd I woci atotoes thao he 77,ao:

to aotual thOEL'
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MICHAEL T.,IILLS:

Well genticmenL think.you've made your positions both

very clear on this'crucial issue of nuclear weapons. I

detect a great deal of agreement between you on dual key

although I see some, striking differences between you on

the question of what the Prime Minister should be doing

about zero option. You7Mr. Neale, think she should resolutely

stick by it, at least for the time being,and you think that's

the way to proceed. You,Mr. Trippier, I detect are slightly

alarmed about popular opposition to the present government's

policy and feel that the government should show itself more

open and more accommodating, more flexible in its negotiations

with the Russians. Well,I'd flke to move on now to something

which is perhaps even more important to most people in this

country, which of course is the economy, something that's

bound to figure very prominently in the general election.

Now, Mr. Neale, I'd like to start with you here. Many

passionate supporters of the.Prime Minister believe very

firmly that the only real chance of a significant recovery

in the British economy lies in the Prima Minister urgently

and resolutely pursuing her present economic strategy.

In other words, squeeing all inflation out of, the economy

altogether, making room for substantial tax cuts by

significant cuts in public spending and through the

mechanisms of further trade union reform and changes

in the present system of unemployment benefits, bringing

down wages and increasing employment. Now,are you one of

those supporters of the Prime Minister who believes she

should fellow such a strategy so resolutely and urgently?

GERRARD NEALE M.P:

Well, I think she should certainly follow it resolutely,

as indeed she's done, but I think that it must be

recalled that what she indicated at the last election

that it would Tore than one Parli=entart ,:ector,

parlialr=t :o e hs done

so ao':nil7a'Di ±-or t=he 3:1:
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GERRARD :CEALE. 


people to aim at,anti some of those sight.s as I sa would

need two Parliamery torus to obtain. But each chan,-

she has of taking a furti= move or step along, the direction
that she wants.the country to go, she takes,aud it is a,

it's very much of a.step-b step apT,roach.

MICHAEL 


Are you saying that she should do it all in the lifetime of
the next Parliament if she's re-elected?

GERRARD NE,LE M.P:

There are.certain things which politically you can achieve

within a Parliamentand that you canlif you're willing to

compromise and take an easy line on it you certainly don't

achieve themond what she's doing is she's saying that these

are things which I feel that the country can commit itself

to obtaining and we've got to aim at them, we' e got to work

to achieve them,and what she's stopped, the process she's

stopped, which I think is admirable, is she's stopped this
process of where politicians give a politieialls answer and

don't tell the truth, she's told the truth and she goes

on telling the truthond this is what we must do.

MICHAEL WILLS:

I see you're admirably resolute Mr. Neale, but I must point

out to you as many supporters of the Prime Minister,as you've

just seen in the earlier part of the Progra=e,admit that

there are very substantial costs Attached to this, and

I must put it to you that these costs could be very pain-

ful. increases in unemployment, greater inequality and

poverty throughout the country. Now do you think these

costs are really worth taking?

GERRARD 1"7,EALE,

c11 it cecerids, draccoriris

are that

to c)Iptair: the

of if:.hipatter
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111 GE'RhARD NEAL:,

aceept ve had a-very palnful transition already, but

if the Prime Minister continues, the government continues

to Loll people the truth and explain to them why these

changes_ are riccessaTy and where they're taking us, then

I think the people will go on accepting them?but if we

try and hedge and deceive then we, our causa is lost and

so is the country's.

MICI-IAEL WILLS:

Mr. Trippier, I'd like to come to you now and put exactly

the same set of questions I've just put to Mr. Neale.

He seerps to believe that the Prime Minister should press

on resolutely and whatever pain it takes is worthwhile

taking. Now can I put it to,you, do you think the Prima

Minister is right to have pursued Her present strategy

so fa and do you think she should pursue it in future as

resolutely and urgently as Mr. Neale is suggesting?

DAVID TRIPPIERL_M.P:

Well there are two questions there, the first part of the,

I think I would say that I agree with all she has done

so far, it has been extremely painful. I see the next five

years as being a continuation of the commitments that the

now present government gave to the electorate in 1979 with

regard to the m anifesto promises it made, albiet that

we haven't managed to complete1,as Gerry Neale suggested;

all that we would have liked to have done in the space

time we have been in government. It is a matter of change

in emphasis that I am concerned about. Theforthcoming

budget is vitally important. I don't see it as being an

election budget and in fact the Chancellor of the Exchequer

has made it clear that it won't be an election budeet;and

so has the Prime Minister :put I se,, thal- the next buci:;Pf-

is very crucial because it couJ. 4n .-act set.: the scons for

the nE.o...ot fi%-e to sso in thee

Ey=7,71s tita ol Os increase
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allowance so that it removes an awful lot ot people who are

low=paid out of the tax net, therefore it does two things.

One 'is we keep our pledge to the electorate and secondly

you also xestore the incentive to work.

MICHAEL WILLS:

Well, I must press you on that because you seem to be wholly

in accord with Mr. Neale on the question of tax cuts there-

fore, but I must ask you, are you prepared to see substantial

tax cuts at the expense of significant cuts in public spencin.2?

After afl, thirteen billion pounds has to be lopped=

off public spending even to reduce the tax burden to what

it was at the beginning- of this government.

DAVID TRIPPIER M.P:

The Government,all of us within the government are very

keen on seeing a reduction in public expenditure, it's the

speed with which it's done. The word speed has been mentioned

several times during this programme. It is very important

before a general election anyway to make it clear to the

electorate that we are still pledged to cut personal tax,

but there is a difference here as to how it could be done,

and we could make an absolute Horlicks of it. If we reduce

the standard rate of tax in the forthcoming budget,as opposed

to increasing personal tax allowancesothat would in my view

be very bad, very bad indeed. You've got to make sure that

in the run-up to an election anyway you are still covering

the middle ;-round and that we are all one nation. Now when

Margaret came to power as the Prime Minister in '79 she

thought that we could probably move a little quicker than.

we actually have dor ,and this period of transition, which

we all knew had to come about,could be done in a period

of two governments. What's happened is the programme hasn't

(Dne quit:e as quiH,J7 b,=-=,use wc--'ve had a]n internatiorial

receion,as you nave said on :I:is Tproi:ra7eie. The trut'n  is

thet  :ne T_;ereed eicins

been Trdch 7ecre gainiul.and :aen mone-er she [nether barth
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you- go in the country than it has done in the South, and

that is a great problem.

GERRARD NEALE. M.P:

Can I add there that I think the important thing about the

budget is that while we

MICHAEL WILLS:

Before we come to the budget, I'll come to you in just

a moment because I do want to just press Mr. Trippier

a little bit further on this,because it seems to me that

underlying what you've just been saying to us is a feeling

that really there is too much pain involved in this firm

and resolute approach which Mr. Neale seems to be suggesting,

that you are perfectly happy with what the Prime Minister

has done so far, that you feel at bottom, if it's pushed

through, if the programme is pushed through too quickly,

too urgentlyithere will be just too much for the electorate

to bear. Now is that your position?

DAVID TRIPPER MP:

Yes. At the momentlyou see7we find that in those areas where

they have traditional industries which are labour-intensive

and the further North you go you include industries like

the textile.industry,which is the second largest employer

in the country, for example, I don't want in any -way to

be parochial but you know, this is a good example

You can't expect people who are employed in the textile

industry,who have never been on strike in living memory,

who've always accepted lower wages, never made irrespOnsible

wage demands,suddenly to change into the jobs of the future,

you know micro-technology , silicone chip and all 1-hat tnat

means,in a week or in a year, so it's going to take longer

and that mean=, that- the pain has :2,ot to be eased.c‘,w

MarT,,-arctt ha,=, torte to 'Itt L'hat: bpcause she has actuall%

eased !:he
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Mr.Neale, I'm gosa to have to coins to you there,because

we're rune lilA iWv out of time. T-c_L_TIlejust put thi

point to you. Nr. Trippier has made it clear that he feels

that you should perhaps moderate your zeal for the economic

strategY, to take account of electoral sensitivities. Now

the Prime Minister herself seems to think she can cope

with this by appealing to peopl-gS national pride and

nationalist sentiment which will- out-weigh any pain that's

caused by this strategy. Do you agree with her?

GERRARD NE\LE M,P:

I agree with her what she's doing, but I would say that

she's appealing to their good sense,and I have the same

problems in my constituency in higher levels of unemployment

but there is nevertheless an expectation in people that she

will go on applying the same commitment, the same conviction

to her cause, she will go on being consistent in what she's

doing so that people know where they stand3and most im-

portant that she will have the courage to see it through)

and this is important.

MICHAEL WILLS:

And how are you going to persuade them though,if it seems

that this approach isn't working, how are you going to persuade

them that all this pain is really worth it?

GERRARD NEALE M.P:

Well I think that if you look rourid the country now you find

that there are industries, you find companies, I mean she

herself I know when she goes on her tours, she goes to

companies that have made these changes and they've not made

them just because the management have made them, they've

made them because the unions have joined in and there are

fine 5=moles whe,e 72eopie2 hove said that ths's've re''Thed

that their jeo,
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the delivery dates are...

MICHAEL 


Mr. Neale, I'm afraid I'm going to Have to cut you off there,

we're running out of time. Gentlemen , thank you both

very much indeed.
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